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Abstract Contents such as audios, videos, and images, contribute most of the Internet traffic in the current paradigm.

Secure content sharing is a tedious issue. The existing security solutions do not secure data but secure the communicating

endpoints. Named data networking (NDN) secures the data by enforcing the data publisher to sign the data. Any user can

verify the data by using the public key of the publisher. NDN is resilient to most of the probable security attacks in the

TCP/IP model due to its new architecture. However, new types of attacks are possible in NDN. This article surveys the

most significant security attacks in NDN such as interest flooding attacks, cache privacy attacks, cache pollution attacks, and

content poisoning attacks. Each attack is classified according to their behavior and discussed for their detection techniques,

countermeasures, and the affected parameters. The article is an attempt to help new researchers in this area to gather the

domain knowledge of NDN. The article also provides open research issues that could be addressed by researchers.

Keywords named data networking (NDN), interest flooding attack, cache privacy attack, cache pollution attack, content

poisoning attack

1 Introduction

Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol

(TCP/IP) model was developed as a solution to re-

source sharing and conversation among hosts. In the

current paradigm, TCP/IP has to bear a significant

amount of IP traffic load. As per the report of Cisco

Visual Networking Index 2016, the global IP traffic per

month is expected to reach 196 exabytes, and the IP

video traffic is expected to be 82% of all traffic by

2020 1○. For dealing with the vast amount of IP traf-

fic, many types of solutions (such as Content Deliv-

ery Network (CDN)[1], Peer to Peer (P2P)[2], and Dis-

tributed Database (DDB)[3]) are tried as an overlay.

However, these solutions delay the transmission of pac-

kets due to the underlying network. This shortcom-

ing demands a new network architecture that can be

used for communication via the Internet. Information-

Centric Networking (ICN)[4] overcomes this problem

of the TCP/IP model. The most significant ICNs are

DONA[5], COMET[6], CCN[7], and Named Data Net-

working (NDN)[8,9].

NDN is one of the most suitable candidates for fu-

ture Internet architecture. In NDN, each data item

has its unique human-readable hierarchical name like

“/bbc/news/morning/vidio.mp4”. This name is used

for forwarding, routing, and fetching content. The

in-network caching and the named-prefix based rout-

ing features of NDN expedite the delivery of packets.

The in-network caching of NDN minimizes the delay

by caching content within routers. The named-prefix

based routing features of NDN reduce the DNS over-

head involved in a TCP/IP communication.

Currently, NDN is running as an overlay over

TCP/IP on a testbed 2○ with NLSR[10] as the rout-

ing protocol. There are many NDN applications such

Survey
1○https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/collateral/service-provider/visual-networking-index-vni/white-paper-c11-741490.html,

Sept. 2019.
2○https://named-data.net/ndn-testbed/, Sept. 2019.
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as Chronoshare[11], Chronos[12], NDNFit[13], and Ndn-

rtc[14] which have been developed over Network For-

warding Daemon (NFD)[15].

NDN uses two types of packets, namely interest

packet and data packet. The interest packet is used for

resting the data packet. The data packet has the ac-

tual content which is sent as a response to the interest

packet. NDN uses three data structures for forward-

ing packets — content store (CS), pending interest ta-

ble (PIT), and forwarding information base (FIB). CS

stores the data packets received by the router. PIT

contains the interest packet entries and the correspond-

ing list of incoming interfaces. FIB contains the list of

named prefix and the ID of the interface through which

the interest packet should be forwarded.

When the router receives an interest packet, the

router performs a lookup in CS. If the data packet

is found in CS, then it is replied through the inter-

face which received the interest packet. Otherwise, the

router looks into the PIT. If an entry is found in the

PIT, then the ID of the interface which received the

interest packet is concatenated with the interface list

and stored as an update in the PIT. The entry in the

PIT signifies that the packet has been forwarded ear-

lier. In case the entry is not found in the PIT, a lookup

is then performed in FIB for the outgoing interface, and

an entry for the interest packet is created in the PIT.

The interest packet is forwarded through the searched

outgoing interface. If the entry is not found in FIB,

then the interest packet is dropped, or a negative ac-

knowledgment is sent depending on the router’s policy.

When the router receives a data packet, the router

first looks into PIT; if a matching entry is found then

the data packet is forwarded to each interface, and the

data packet is cached in CS. Otherwise, it is dropped.

Security solutions like Secure Sockets Layer (SSL)

try to secure communicating endpoints (source or des-

tination), but the data itself is not secure. In NDN,

each data packet is signed by a publisher, and the con-

sumer checks it using the publisher’s public key. There

is no identity of consumers through which an attacker

can target a particular consumer. Therefore, NDN is

resilient to most of the attacks which are possible in

the TCP/IP model. However, new attacks are possi-

ble in NDN. The major attacks are the interest flood-

ing attack, cache privacy attack, cache pollution at-

tack, and content poisoning attack. Besides, there are

also some security issues, such as name privacy, sig-

nature privacy, security in routing & forwarding and

application level security, which are related to the trust

between the consumer and the publisher applications.

Zhang et al.[16] elaborated trust in NDN using an NDN

application NDNFit[13]. In this trust model, each net-

worked system (e.g., an organization, a smart home,

or a cloud service provider) authority has its trust an-

chor(s) which can be discovered by underlying entities

using their local system setting.

In interest flooding attack[17,18], the attacker sends

a large number of non-existing interest packets to the

network. Each router between the publisher and the at-

tacker creates an entry for these packets in its PIT. As

no data packet exists corresponding to the interest pac-

kets, each router is flooded with PIT entries. As a con-

sequence, no space is left to handle interest packets sent

by a legitimate consumer. In cache privacy attack[19,20],

the attacker tries to find the recently cached data pac-

kets in the CS of the gateway router. Thus, the attacker

gets the user’s information about access patterns, in-

terests, etc. that can be further used to perform other

attacks. In cache pollution attack[21,22], the attacker

sends interest packets to routers for the unpopular or

rare data. This makes unpopular data cached which

reduces the hit ratio of CS and thus affects the NDN

performance. In content poisoning attack[23,24], the at-

tacker tries to insert fake or corrupted data packets

into CS. When normal users request data packets, then

these poisoned data packets get spread in the CS of

other routers.

Saxena et al.[25] discussed the different aspects of

NDN such as routing, forwarding, security, and mobil-

ity. They classified various security attacks according

to NDN layers. But, the security goals (confidential-

ity, integrity, and availability) affected by these attacks

have been ignored. Chen and Mizero[26] focused on

privacy aspects in NDN and put some open questions

such as namespace management, interest flooding at-

tack, and cache pollution attack. However, they did

not discuss detection and mitigation approaches for se-

curity attacks.

This review article discusses security attacks in

NDN which do not have better solutions yet. The se-

curity issues, such as name and signature privacy, the

privacy of application, are based on the trust model.

These issues have not been included in this article as

they have been exhaustively discussed in [16]. Inter-

ested readers can refer to [16] for further details. This

article mainly focuses on major security attacks, such

as interest flooding attack, cache privacy attack, cache

pollution attack, and content poisoning attack, which

can happen in the presence of a trust model also.
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The main contributions of this article are as follows:

• a critical analysis of four major security attacks in

NDN vis-á-vis attackers, victims, compromised security

goals and affected data structures;

• the demonstration of NDN’s resilience to most of

the attacks that are possible in the TCP/IP model;

• the analytical discussion for the countermeasures

of the discussed security attacks in NDN along with

their limitations;

• an assistance for new researchers in NDN by pro-

viding open research issues for all four attacks.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. Sec-

tion 2 presents various security aspects of NDN and ma-

jor attacks that are possible in NDN. Section 3 describes

various characteristics of interest flooding attack such

as its type, parameters of detection, the granularity of

detection, and applied countermeasures along with the

explanation of the limitations related to the counter-

measures. Section 4 illustrates cache privacy attack, in-

cluding its types, proposed countermeasures, and limi-

tations. Section 5 covers various aspects of cache pol-

lution attack such as its type, detection approaches,

caching approaches, and distribution used for generat-

ing request packets. Section 6 describes content poison-

ing attack, including its types, detection approaches,

applied countermeasures, and the entity (consumer or

router) that detects the attack. Section 7 presents open

research challenges in the NDN security. Finally, Sec-

tion 8 concludes this article.

2 Security in Named Data Networking

Data structures used by the NDN router and for-

warding pipeline have been discussed in Section 1. The

important fields of interest packets and data packets

and the security aspects of NDN are discussed in this

section.

The packet formats for interest packets and data

packets according to current NDN Packet Format Spec-

ification 0.3 3○ are shown in Fig.1. The question mark

(?) at the end of a field indicates that the field is not

a compulsory field in interest or data packets. The de-

scription of fields in the interest packet is as follows.

2.1 Important Fields in Interest Packet

1) Name. This field specifies the name of the re-

quested content in which a consumer is interested.

2) CanBePrefix. If the consumer sets this field, then

the name of the received data packet can be either the

prefix of the name of the interest packet or the same as

the name of the interest packet. If this field is not set,

then the name of the data packet is exactly the same

as that of the interest packet.

Name

CanBePrefix?

MustBeFresh?

ForwardingHint?

Nonce?

InterestLifetime?

HopLimit?

Parameters?

Content?

Signature

MetaInfo?

Name

ContentType?

FreshnessPeriod?

FinalBlockId?

(b)

(a)

Fig.1. Packets in NDN 3○. (a) Interest packet. (b) Data packet.

3) MustBeFresh. The consumer sets this field to

specify that the received data packet must not be stale.

4) ForwardingHint. The consumer sets this field to

specify the forwarding paths of the interest packet.

5) Nonce. An interest packet is uniquely identified

using the Name and Nonce combined, which in turns

helps to detect looping interests.

6) InterestLifetime. This field indicates the approx-

imate remaining lifetime of an interest packet.

7) HopLimit. This field indicates the number of

hops that an interest packet is allowed to be forwarded.

8) Parameters. This field is used to parameterize

the request for the data packet, and it contains any

arbitrary data.

2.2 Important Fields in Data Packet

1) Name. This field specifies the name of the data

packet, which is the same as the name of interest packet

with a difference that it can sometimes have extra com-

ponents as a suffix.

3○https://named-data.net/doc/NDN-packet-spec/current/, Sept. 2019.
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2) MetaInfo. This field contains the information

about the data packet. It has three subfields as follows.

a) ContentType. This subfield specifies the type of

the content.

b) FreshnessPeriod. This subfield specifies the time

after which the content will be marked as “non-fresh”

after being received by a router.

c) FinalBlockId. This subfield specifies the final

block in a sequence of fragments.

3) Content. This field comprises of arbitrary bytes,

which holds the actual content.

4) Signature. This field stores the signature, which

is generated by hashing the entire data packet excluding

the signature field and then encrypting the generated

hash using the private key of the publisher.

2.3 Security Issues in Named Data Networking

The fundamental purpose of any network is to share

resources such as pictures, texts, videos, and web con-

tent. Flawless communication is achieved through the

implementation of security goals such as confidentiality,

integrity, and availability. Confidentiality ensures that

the data must be accessed only by the authorized per-

son. Integrity implies the data received by the receiver

must be the same as sent by the sender. Availability

ensures that services provided by a network must be

available for an authorized user.

Some popular attacks in the current TCP/IP model

are snooping, traffic analysis attack, modification at-

tack, masquerading, replay attack, repudiation, Denial

of Service (DoS) attack, and Distributed Denial of Ser-

vice (DDoS) attack. Table 1 shows the security goals

breached by these attacks and their possibility in NDN.

For example, from the first row of Table 1, it can be in-

ferred that Snooping affects confidentiality only and is

not possible in NDN.

In Snooping, an attacker tries to access confidential

data of a user(s) and use it for his/her benefit. Snooping

includes a wide range of attacks like observing e-mail

of others or watching what someone else is typing. It is

generally done through specialized software tools such

as a keylogger, snoop server. Snooping in NDN is not

possible due to the absence of the identity of the host.

In a traffic analysis attack, an attacker monitors the

user to predict patterns of usage of the Internet. The

attacker can use the information gained from this attack

for performing other attacks. Again, the absence of a

host’s identity like IP address makes it tough to per-

form this attack in NDN. However, the recently cached

content can be predicted in NDN by observing the time

period of reply.

In a modification attack, the attacker not only ac-

cesses the data but also tries to modify it. This attack

is not possible in NDN as each piece of data is signed by

the publisher, which can be verified by the consumer.

However, if the router itself is malicious and modifies

the data packet, then the consumer may receive a cor-

rupted data packet. The consumer can only verify this

corrupted data packet after receiving a valid publisher’s

public key.

In a masquerading attack, the attacker pretends to

be someone else so that he/she can gain some useful

information about the user. This attack is not possible

in NDN as the publisher signs each piece of data by

using its private key.

In a replay attack, the attacker tries to obtain a copy

of the message from the sender and sends this message

to the receiver. The receiver assumes that the intended

sender has sent the received message. This attack is

also not possible in NDN since the name and the nonce

identify each interest packet. If the NDN router re-

ceives the same interest packet (having the same name

and nonce), then the router will assume that the inte-

rest packet is replayed; therefore it should be dropped.

Thus, NDN protects from replay attack from the net-

work layer itself.

Table 1. Effect of Security Attacks on Security Goals

Attack Security Goals Violated Possible in NDN

Confidentiality Integrity Availability

Snooping Yes No No No

Traffic analysis attack Yes No No No

Modification attack Yes Yes No No

Masquerading Yes Yes No No

Replay attack No Yes No No

Repudiation No Yes No No

DoS attack No No Yes Yes

DDoS attack No No Yes Yes
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In repudiation, an attacker may be the sender or

receiver of the message. The sender may deny that

he/she has sent the message and the receiver may deny

that he/she has received the message. This attack is

also not possible in NDN since there is a trust model

between consumers and publishers.

In a DoS attack, the attacker tries to capture the

bandwidth of the network by sending a large number

of messages to a network or a host. This attack makes

network resource such as bandwidth unavailable for le-

gitimate users. It is hard to perform this attack on

NDN as DoS requires the IP address of a host, but

there is no IP address or any other identity of a host in

NDN. However, the attacker can send a large number

of non-existing interest packets to the network. These

interest packets will create entries in the PIT of the

intermediate routers, thus making PIT unavailable for

the legitimate users. The DDoS attack is similar to

DoS except that there are multiple entities involved in

this attack. DDoS in TCP/IP is done through remotely

controlled devices called bots. These bots use spoofed

IP addresses to mask their true identities. Similar to

DOS, DDoS can also be performed in NDN by multiple

attackers.

From the discussion, it can be inferred that NDN

is resilient to most of the attacks that are possible in

TCP/IP. However, NDN is vulnerable to new types of

attacks, which will be discussed in Subsection 2.4.

2.4 Security Attacks in NDN

There are four major security attacks in NDN as

shown in Fig.2. Apart from the major attacks, there

are some other security issues, such as name privacy

and signature privacy, which could be attacked. These

attacks do not come under the scope of this article and

have been assumed to be included in the miscellaneous

category. Each of the four major attacks will be briefed

next and discussed elaborately in Sections 3–6.

2.4.1 Interest Flooding Attack

In an interest flooding attack, the attacker tries to

deplete the NDN resources like PIT, network band-

width, and producers’ resources, by sending a large

number of interest packets. This attack consumes NDN

resources making them unavailable for legitimate con-

sumers.

2.4.2 Cache Pollution Attack

In a cache pollution attack, the attacker tries to

cache unpopular content in the NDN router by request-

ing unpopular data packets. Due to this attack the hit

ratio of CS of NDN router decreases. Thus the request

from a legitimate consumer has a low chance to get a

cache hit.

Interest
Flooding
Attack

Cache Privacy

Attack

Cache Pollution
Attack

Content
Poisoning
Attack

Security Attacks
in NDN

Miscellaneous

Fig.2. Security attacks in NDN.

2.4.3 Cache Privacy Attack

In a cache privacy attack, the attacker tries to find

out whether the privacy-sensitive content is recently ac-

cessed or not. Privacy-sensitive contents are contents

which can be associated with a user or a group of users.

A recently-accessed item lies in the cache of the routers

and is quickly responded to the requester. The attacker

compiles a list of privacy-sensitive contents and requests

them one by one to know whether they are cached or

not by observing the delay in the content retrieval. If

the content is found, then the attacker can infer that

an intended user or a group of users have recently ac-

cessed that content. This attack enables the attacker

to know the access pattern of the user, the type of con-

tent accessed, and other privacy-sensitive information

contained in the content. Suppose, in an organization,

there are few Spanish people. An attacker can create a

list of popular contents which are accessed by most of

the Spanish people and request for these contents. This

will enable the attacker to find out the access pattern,

likes and dislikes, of the Spanish people working in the

organization.

2.4.4 Content Poisoning Attack

In the content poisoning attack, the malicious router

sends a reply for the request with fake or corrupted con-

tent. These contents get stored in CS of other routers

that are involved in communication. The contents fur-

ther spread as other legitimate consumers request for

these poisoned contents.
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Table 2 shows attack types in NDN with the at-

tacker, victim, affected security goals, and affected

NDN data structure. In an interest flooding attack, the

attackers are consumer applications that request non-

existing interest packets and victims can be legitimate

consumers, routers or producers. In the cache privacy

attack and the cache pollution attack, the attacker and

the victim both are consumer applications. In the cache

privacy attack, the attacker breaches the confidential-

ity of the victim by finding recent cached items in CS.

The cache pollution attack decreases the hit ratio of

CS, thus degrading average delay at the consumer side.

The content poisoning attack can be performed either

by the router or by the producer. It affects consumer

applications and routers.

3 Interest Flooding Attack

The main purpose of the flooding attack is to con-

sume the network resources and make them unavailable

for the legitimate consumer. This is done by sending a

large number of interest packets. These interest packets

create PIT entries in all the NDN routers from source

to destination. These entries remain in PIT for a longer

duration, thereby making PIT unavailable for the legiti-

mate consumers. Gasti et al.[17] proposed three types of

interest flooding attacks that are based on interest pac-

kets used for performing interest flooding attack: type-

1 (existing or static), type-2 (dynamically-generated),

and type-3 (non-existent). In type-1, the attacker con-

tinuously sends the interest packets for a set of existing

contents. Due to in-network caching the nearby NDN

routers cache these contents. Therefore, the repeated

requests for the same contents are satisfied by these

routers. This attack creates fewer PIT entries; there-

fore, this attack is ineffective in NDN.

In type-2, the interest flooding attack is performed

by requesting for contents that are dynamically gene-

rated. As the contents are generated dynamically, it is

not satisfied by the CS of NDN routers. The requests

for these contents create entries in the PIT of NDN

routers from source to destination. The newly created

entries remain in PIT until the data packet correspond-

ing to these PIT entries is received by the routers. The

producer generates dynamic content for these interest

packets. Under an attack scenario, the resources of the

producer are wasted in satisfying such requests. Thus

this attack affects consumers, routers, and producers.

In type-3, interest flooding attack is performed by

requesting non-existing contents. The interest packets

corresponding to non-existing content create PIT en-

tries which are not satisfied. These entries remain in

PIT till timeout, thereby making PIT unavailable for

the legitimate consumer. This attack is more severe

than the type-2 attack as these PIT entries which are

created due to the attack remains in PIT till timeout

whose duration is generally large.

Dai et al.[27] classified type-3 attacks into two cat-

egories as follows: 1) attacks using pre-existing prefix

and 2) attack using random string. In attacks using pre-

existing prefix, the interest flooding attack is performed

by requesting dynamically created interest packet us-

ing the prefix of the existing producer. This prefix

can be easily generated by appending random string,

say “/rand”, to existing prefix, for example, “/UCLA.”

These interest packets go to a specific producer (UCLA)

and create entries in PITs. These PIT entries remain

till timeout happens. Therefore, interest packets sent

by a legal consumer do not get space in PITs. Fig.3

shows a demonstration of attacks using a pre-existing

prefix. The attacker creates interest packets by con-

catenating a random string to a publisher’s namespace

“/prefix”. These interest packets create entries in all

the intermediate routers lying along the path from the

attacker to the publisher. These entries remain in the

PIT until timeout; therefore, consumer requests do not

have space in the PIT.

In attacks using random strings, the interest flood-

ing attack is performed using a random string as an

interest packet. In old NDN specification[8], when there

is no FIB entry found for an interest packet, the router

forwards it from all the outgoing interfaces. These inte-

Table 2. Attack Characteristics and Security Goals Affected by Attacks

Attack Type Attacker Victim Affected Security Associated Data

Goals Structure

Interest flooding attack Consumer application Consumer application, router,
& producer application

Availability PIT

Cache privacy attack Consumer application Consumer application Confidentiality CS

Cache pollution attack Consumer application Consumer application Availability CS

Content poisoning attack Router or producer application Consumer application & router Integrity & availability CS
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Fig.3. Interest flooding attack using pre-existing prefix. R: router.

rest packets create entries in PITs of in-between NDN

routers. These entries remain in the PIT till timeout.

However, current NDN architecture is resilient to this

attack. If no entry is found in FIB for an interest packet

then either packet is dropped, or a negative acknowl-

edgment is sent.

Signorello et al.[28] proposed two new types of inte-

rest flooding attacks — blended interest flooding at-

tack (bIFA) and chameleonic interest flooding attack

(cIFA). In bIFA, the attacker uses existing and non-

existing interest packets for performing the attack. This

attack confuses the router by affecting detection matri-

ces used by the router. In cIFA, the attacker requests

non-existing interest packets having different prefixes.

The attacker changes target prefix so that prefix-based

countermeasures could not be able to mitigate the at-

tack. Salah and Strufe[29] proposed a new type of

the interest flooding attack called the collusive interest

flooding attack. In this attack, the requests of attackers

are satisfied by the collusive server just before the timer

expires. Also, PIT entry does not expire but remains

in the PIT for a longer duration. Therefore, timeout-

based countermeasures do not work for this type of at-

tacks. In the prefix hijacking attack[17,30], the attacker

is a producer which announces the victim producer’s

prefix and drops all the interest packets. These interest

packets create PIT entries and remain there until time-

out. Table 3 shows the types of the interest flooding

attack, affected entities, and their severity levels.

Based on the above discussion, the interest flooding

attack can be divided into three categories as follows:

1) the interest flooding attack using existing content,

2) the interest flooding attack using the non-existing

content, and 3) the interest flooding attack using both

types of content (blended interest flooding attack). In

the first category of interest flooding attack, the interest

packet sent by an attacker can be replied by a producer

via data packet.

Table 3. Attack Types and Their Effect on Network Entities

Attack Type Affected Entity Severity

CA PA Router

Static content[17] ✓ ✗ ✗ Low

Dynamic content[17] ✓ ✓ ✓ Low

Collusive interest flooding ✓ ✗ ✓ High

attack[29]

Prefix hijacking[17] ✓ ✗ ✓ High

Pre-existing prefix[27] ✓ ✗ ✓ High

Random prefix[27] ✓ ✗ ✓ *

cIFA[28] ✓ ✗ ✓ High

bIFA[28] ✓ ✗ ✓ High

Note: CA: consumer application, PA: producer application, and
*: not possible in current NDN.

The interest flooding attack using static content,

the interest flooding attack using dynamic content, the

collusive interest flooding attack, and prefix hijacking

belong to this category. In the second category of inte-

rest flooding attack, the publisher does not send any

data packet for the attacker’s interest packet. The inte-

rest flooding attack using a pre-existing prefix, interest

flooding attack using a random prefix, and cIFA belong

to this category.
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In the third category of interest flooding attacks,

the interest packets sent by the attacker are a mix-

ture of interest corresponding to the existing and the

non-existing content. Fig.4 shows the types of interest

flooding attacks in NDN.

Types of IFA

Static Content

Dynamic Content

Collusive IFA

Prefix Hijacking

IFA Using

Existing Content

IFA Using Non-

Existing Content

IFA Using 

Blended
Content

Pre-Existing Prefix

Random Prefix

cIFA

bIFA

Fig.4. Types of interest flooding attacks.

3.1 Detection of Interest Flooding Attack

The detection approaches can be classified into three

major categories, i.e., statistical modeling, probabilis-

tic modeling, and miscellaneous approaches. Most

of the authors[17,18,27,29,31−34] discussed the statisti-

cal threshold-based approaches. Wang et al.[35] and

Nguyen et al.[36] gave a Fuzzy-based and Hypothesis

Testing statistical approach. In probabilistic model-

ing, authors used Entropy-based[37,38], and Markov-

based approach[39]. Some of the authors have proposed

approaches based on Wavelet Analysis[40], Machine

Learning[41−43], and Micropayment[42]. The classifica-

tion of interest flooding attack detection approaches is

shown in Fig.5. More details of detection approaches

are discussed later along with countermeasures.

One more important characteristic of any detection

approach is its granularity. The granularity of detection

determines how fine-grained the detection is. In the

interest flooding attack, detection granularity can be

an interface, a namespace, the number of PIT entries or

any combination of these three. Having a fine-grained

detection helps in the proper mitigation of the attack.

However, fine-grained detection incurs extra overhead

to the router. Therefore, a fine-grained detection with

low computational overhead is preferable.

3.2 Mitigation of Interest Flooding Attack

Mitigation of interest flooding attack can be done

via two approaches: push-back approach and trace-

back approach. In the push-back approach, the router,

which detects the attack, informs the immediate down-

stream router about it by sending a message through

a data packet or interest packet. The data packet is

preferred over the interest packet for sending a mes-

sage as the receiving router facing the interest flooding

attack may drop the interest packet. After receiving

this packet, the router applies a filter to the malicious

interface, which may be interface-based or namespace-

based. The attack is pushed back towards the attacker;

hence the approach is named as push-back.

In the trace-back approach, the router which detects

the attack sends an alert message to the gateway router

through which the attack traffic is originated. The gate-

way router then applies a namespace-based filter or an

interface-based filter to the malicious interface. The ap-

proach traces the gateway router, which originates the

attack; hence it is named as a trace-back approach.

Fig.6 shows the categorization of interest flooding

attack mitigation approaches. Most of the existing mit-

igation approaches are either push-back approaches or

trace-back approaches. There are also three other ap-

proaches, namely, disabling PIT exhaustion, interest

cash, and cryptographic route token, which are less fre-

quently used for the mitigation of some specific interest

flooding attacks. These approaches may be collectively

classified as miscellaneous approaches and have been

discussed in Subsection 3.3.

Statistical Modeling

Threshold-Based

Fuzzy-Based

Probabilistic Modeling

Markov-Based

Entropy-Based Wavelet Analysis

Machine Learning

Miscellaneous Approaches

IFA Detection Approach

Hypothesis Testing Micropayment-Based

Fig.5. Types of interest flooding attack detection approaches.
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Miscellaneous Approaches

IFA Mitigation Approach

Traceback-Based

Countermeasures

Pushback-Based

Countermeasures
Disabling PIT Exhaustion

Interest Cash

Cryptographic Route Token

Fig.6. Classification of interest flooding attack mitigation approaches.

3.3 Tackling Interest Flooding Attack

This subsection presents the key research done to

handle the interest flooding attack in chronological or-

der. In 2013, Gasti et al.[17] introduced the NDN-

specific DoS attack as interest flooding. Three types

of interest flooding attack as mentioned in Section 3

have been proposed. The authors also proposed a ten-

tative countermeasure to detect the interest flooding

attack. The proposed countermeasure triggers a push-

back mechanism that reduces the PIT quota of the ma-

licious namespace for a given interface. The article by

Gasti et al.[17] gives the direction and motivation to the

researchers of this field, but it lacks the implementation

and evaluation of the proposed detection and mitigation

approaches.

Afanasyev et al.[18] proposed three algorithms as

follows: 1) token bucket with per interface fair-

ness, 2) satisfaction-based interest acceptance, and 3)

satisfaction-based push-back algorithm. All three al-

gorithms are based on applying a limit to the number

of forwarded interest packets for each interface. The

first algorithm is similar to the classical token bucket

algorithm, with the difference that the tokens available

for each outgoing interface are equally divided among

all the incoming interfaces. In the second algorithm,

each interface learns from the past unsatisfied interest

packets. The router maintains the satisfaction ratio for

each interface and allows interest packets based on this

satisfaction ratio. The interest packet will be dropped

or not depends on a random variable that is a function

of satisfaction ratio. In the third algorithm, each incom-

ing interface has its limit to satisfy the interest packet.

Routers announce these limits to downstream neigh-

bors, according to which neighbors set their limit. This

approach helps legitimate interfaces to improve their

statistics. Satisfaction-based push-back is better than

the other two techniques in mitigating interest flooding

attacks. These approaches apply a probabilistic filter

on the malicious interface, which may also let the legit-

imate packets suffer.

Dai et al.[27] used the PIT size as a metric to de-

tect the interest flooding attack. When it goes beyond

a predefined threshold, then the router applies a trace-

back mechanism. The router looks for the unsatisfied

interest packet having the longest name and sends a

spoofed data packet as a reply to that interest packet.

This packet reaches the originating router which ap-

plies a filter to the interface from where the request

originates. This approach takes only the PIT size as

the parameter; therefore, a temporary burst of traffic

from a legitimate user can also trigger detection ap-

proach, which may result in the false detection. It can

be inferred that Afanasyev et al.’s approach[18] is better

in terms of the detection accuracy.

Compagno et al.[31] proposed a framework for detec-

tion and mitigation of interest flooding attacks, called

Poseidon. Poseidon uses two parameters for attack de-

tection as follows: 1) the ratio of incoming interest pac-

kets and outgoing data packets and 2) PIT space per

interface. When both the parameters go beyond a pre-

defined threshold, then the attack is detected on the in-

terface. After detecting the attack, the interest packet

is dropped, and the router sends an alert message from

the detected interface. This alert message contains the

timestamp of message generation and reduced rate. A

router receiving this alert message decreases the thresh-

old value of the above parameters. This approach is

better than approaches in [18, 27] for the detection of

the malicious interface as it uses satisfaction ratio, and

the PIT size. A small burst of legal interest packets

can also result in a temporary decrement of satisfaction

ratio. Therefore, the detection using satisfaction ratio

alone may result in a false detection. This approach ap-

plies mitigation on the interface. Thus, incoming legal

interest packets may also suffer from interest flooding

attacks.

Tang et al.[32] proposed a detection approach hav-
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ing two phases, i.e., rough detection phase and accu-

rate identification phase. In the rough detection phase,

attacking interface is detected based on the relative

strength index (RSI) of each interface. RSI for an in-

terface is defined in (1).

RSI =
În

În + D̂n

× 100%. (1)

Here În is the average number of incoming interest pac-

kets, and D̂n is outgoing data packets of an interface

at the n-th time. They use the exponentially weighted

moving average (EWMA) with a α coefficient to cal-

culate the incoming interest packets and the outgoing

data packets periodically. The value of În and D̂n can

be calculated by (2) and (3) respectively.

În = α× În−1 + (1− α)× In, (2)

D̂n = α× D̂n−1 + (1 − α)×Dn. (3)

Here In and Dn are the total number of incoming

interest packets and outgoing data packets received on

an interface in the n-th period respectively. The router

observes the value of RSI. When it becomes higher than

a predefined threshold, then the router reports this in-

terface to the accurate identification phase.

In the accurate identification phase, the router

counts all the interest packets carrying the largest ex-

pired prefix at the reported interface and calculates the

expired ratio. If the expired ratio of a named prefix ex-

ceeds a predefined threshold, then the detected prefix is

the abnormal prefix. This approach is more fine-grained

than Compagno et al.’s approach[31] as it detects ma-

licious interface as well as the malicious prefix. How-

ever, in terms of malicious interface detection, Com-

pagno et al.’s approach[31] is better than Tang et al.’s

approach[32] as it takes satisfaction ratio as well as PIT

size for the detection. Also, the authors of [32] did not

mention any countermeasure after detecting malicious

prefix.

Wang et al.[33] proposed an approach called Dis-

abling PIT Exhaustion (DPE) to counter interest flood-

ing attack. In this approach, each router has a mali-

cious list called m-list. This list records the number

of expired interest packets per namespace. When this

value exceeds a predefined threshold, then the names-

pace is considered malicious. The interest packets

corresponding to the namespace are marked and not

recorded in the PIT, but forwarded further. Therefore,

malicious interest packets do not affect routers as these

interest packets are not stored in PITs. These malicious

namespaces remain in m-list until decay time. This ap-

proach takes expired interest packets per namespace as

a parameter; therefore, cIFA can be performed on this

approach. After the detection, the legal interest packets

belonging to the malicious namespaces also suffer from

this approach. This scheme does not stop the attacker;

it only lessens the effect of interest flooding attack.

Wang et al.[35] applied a fuzzy-based filter on every

NDN router to detect interest flooding attack. In the

detection phase, the router periodically monitors the

PIT occupancy rate (POR) and PIT expiration rate

(PER). POR is the ratio of the number of current PIT

entries and the maximum PIT entries in a given time

interval. PER is the ratio of the number of expired

PIT entries and the total number of pending PIT en-

tries in a given time interval. Both POR and PER

act as fuzzy variables which are used by the detection

mechanism for the detection of interest flooding attack.

The attack is detected when one of the fuzzy variables

becomes high. After detecting the attack, the prefix

having too many PIT entries or expired PIT entries

can be considered as a malicious prefix. The router

sends a push-back message containing the information

of malicious prefix to notify other routers about the

attack. Any router, which receives this push-back mes-

sage, drops all the interest packets that belong to the

malicious prefix. In this paper, the detection is based on

POR which increases when the rate of interest packets

arrival increases. However, sometimes POR can also

increase due to the legal burst of traffic which may lead

to a false positive result. Therefore, Compagno et al.’s

approach[31] is better than this approach. Also, this ap-

proach is ineffective against collusive interest flooding

attack since it is based on PIT expiration rate.

Li and Bi[44] used an application-based approach to

counter interest flooding attacks called Interest Cash.

In Interest Cash, the consumer requests a meta-puzzle

from the publisher before requesting content. The

meta-puzzle (for example, “/prefix/puzzle”) consists of

a timestamp t, a random string x, a solution length l

(bits), a puzzle difficulty factor k (l > k) and an expi-

ration time T . The consumer has to generate the final

puzzle for getting actual content. The final puzzle for

the consumer is to find the valid cash for interest name

n (for example, “prefix/content 1/”) according to Def-

inition 1.

Definition 1 (Valid Cash). For a meta-puzzle

(t;x; l; k;T ), the valid cash for the content with name n

is an l-bit string s, which makes the first k bits of string

hash (n+ t+ x+ s) all 0.
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After calculating the valid cash s, the content con-

sumer should append s and t to the name n and send

the interest with the reconstructed name (for example,

“/prefix/content 1/t/cash 1”) to the content provider.

The content consumer can save this meta-puzzle to re-

quest other contents. After the expiration time T , the

consumer has to solve a new puzzle to get new content

from the publisher. Interest Cash makes it difficult for

the attacker to generate a valid request to the pub-

lisher. Authors of [44] showed that an adversary needs

at least 300 times the computation resources of the con-

tent provider to commit a successful attack. Although

this approach makes it difficult for the attacker to per-

form attacks, solving puzzle after each time out is a

costly operation.

Karami and Guerrero-Zapata[41] proposed a multi-

objective RBF-PSO based approach for the detection of

interest flooding attack. In this approach, 12 features

are used for the detection of interest flooding attacks.

The authors detected interest flooding attacks using the

pre-existing prefix and the random prefix along with

prefix hijacking attack. They used NSGA-II for choos-

ing optimal centers for RBF network which is based

on optimizing mean square error (MSE) and Davies-

Boulding index (DBI). After finding centers, the widths

of the RBF units and output weights are optimized us-

ing PSO. This trained network is used for the detection

of interest flooding attack. After detection, the router

sends an alert message to all the interfaces which are

detected as malicious. The alert message contains the

time stamp corresponding to the generation time of the

alert message, the new reduced rate, and the wait time

of reduction period. After receiving this alert message,

the router will reduce forwarding limits of its interfaces

according to the reduced rate present in the alert mes-

sage.

The authors of [41] have not analyzed the features

which are necessary for attack detection. The detec-

tion is based on a pre-trained neural network which

is trained using the traffic of fixed topology. There-

fore, this approach highly depends on topologies, i.e.,

the same trained classifier cannot be used for different

topologies.

Nguyen et al.[36] proposed an approach for the de-

tection of interest flooding attack based on statistical

hypothesis testing. They gave a parametric model for

the packet-loss rate in interest flooding attacks. This

model is used to design the generalized likelihood ratio

test (GLRT) for a scenario where the packet-loss rate

is unknown. This model takes the desired false alarm

probability as a parameter and calculates the detection

threshold. Authors[36] did not give any countermeasure

approach after detection.

Vassilakis et al.[34] proposed a countermeasure

against interest flooding attack in which the edge router

detects a malicious user (u) by tracking the number of

expired PIT entries per time unit (Nexp(u)). This ap-

proach consists of three phases as follows: 1) attack

detection phase, 2) rate reduction and blocking phase,

and 3) attack notification phase. In the first phase,

the users are classified into three categories, i.e., legiti-

mate (L), suspicious (S) (possible attackers), and mali-

cious (M) based on two thresholds (Tlow and Thigh). If

Nexp(u) is lower than Tlow, then the user is legitimate.

If it lies in between Tlow and Thigh, then the user is

suspicious. Else, Nexp(u) is greater than Thigh, which

means the user is malicious. In the second phase, the

data rate of the users is assigned according to (4).

Rnew(u) =





Rold(u), if u ∈ L,

αRold(u)

Thigh − Tlow
, if u ∈ S,

0, if u ∈ M.

(4)

Here Rnew(u) and Rold(u) are the new and the old rate

of the user u respectively. In the third phase, a noti-

fication message is sent to other routers to inform an

ongoing attack.

Alston and Refaei[45] proposed an approach in which

the interest packet carries routing information. This

approach uses a special data structure called crypto-

graphic route token (CRT) for holding route informa-

tion. Initially, a consumer constructs an interest packet

having empty CRT and forwards it to the next hop

router. On receiving this interest packet, the router

checks the validity of the received interest packet and

adds the routing information to the CRT. This interest

packet subsequently reaches the producer where the

producer constructs the data packet and forwards it.

The router receiving the data packet removes its infor-

mation from CRT and forwards it to the next router. In

this way, this data packet is received by the consumer.

The confidentiality and the integrity of this CRT are

assured by using asymmetric cryptography. This ap-

proach eliminates the reliability on the PIT. The per-

formance of this approach can be improved by using

this approach when the PIT size goes beyond a certain

limit. The main limitation of this approach is the com-

putational cost due to the reconstruction of the interest

packet at each router on the path to the producer.
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Xin et al.[37] proposed an approach based on non-

parametric cumulative SUM (CUSUM) to detect the

change in the mean value of entropy of names of re-

ceived interest packets on an interface. If the entropy

of the interface exceeds a predefined threshold, then

the attack is detected. After the detection, the mali-

cious prefix is identified using the relative entropy of

the current sample, and the sample observed a little

earlier. Mitigation is applied by sending spoofed data

packet towards the gateway router which applies a limit

on the incoming malicious interest packets on the de-

tected interface. This approach is based on observing

the change in entropy based on the name of interest

packets; therefore, this approach cannot detect cIFA.

Ding et al.[39] proposed an approach based on three

interest flooding attack properties, i.e., distributed at-

tackers, the high rate of requests, and requesting non-

existential interest packets. These properties are quan-

tified as POR, PER, and potential attacker ratio for

each prefix. Based on these three property variables,

the authors developed a Markov model for the state of

a router. These states are “Normal”, “Risk”, and “Un-

known”. These states are calculated using α, where α

is the square root of the sum of the square of each pro-

perty variable mentioned above. The router forwards

the interest packet along with the state information.

Each router maintains a retransmission cash. The re-

transmission cash has the names of interest packets that

are not satisfied. When a PIT entry timeout then the

name of the corresponding interest packet is inserted

in to retransmission cash. If this interest packet is re-

quested one more time, then this interest packet is for-

warded further having state information “Normal” and

the name is removed from retransmission cash. Other-

wise, the router sends an interest packet with calculated

state information. On receiving an interest packet, the

router matches the state information of the interest

packet with the expected state information. If both

the states are “Risk” then the router discards all the

interest packets belonging to the malicious prefix until

the PIT size of the server drops to a safety value. This

approach is better than that in [35] because besides

POR and PER it also takes potential attacker ratio as

a parameter. The detection is based on the namespace

of the received interest packets; therefore, cIFA can be

performed on this approach.

Salah et al.[46,47] proposed a framework to detect

and countermeasure interest flooding attacks known as

Coordination with Lightweight Monitoring (CoMon).

This framework consists of three components, i.e., do-

main controller (DC), NDN routers (NRs), and moni-

toring routers (MRs). Each domain has a DC which

monitors MR. NRs are normal NDN routers with a

capability to be informed about the mitigation of inte-

rest flooding attack. MRs are special NDN routers

which monitor PIT utilization ratio (PUR) and PIT

expiration rate (PER). PUR is the ratio of the maxi-

mum number of PIT entries to the PIT space observed

in a fixed time interval. PER is the ratio of the number

of expired PIT entries to the sum of the number of ex-

pired and satisfied PIT entries. When PUR exceeds a

predefined threshold, and the value of PER is positive,

then the attack is detected. After the detection, expired

named prefixes are considered as malicious by MRs.

The MRs calculate PER for each malicious named pre-

fix and send this information to DC which aggregates

this information and finds out infected named prefixes.

DC sends this information to MR which calculates the

PER for each infected name-prefix. This PER is used

for probabilistic rejecting of incoming interest packets.

Salah et al.[46] evaluated their scheme on ndnSIM sim-

ulator using AS-3967 topology. The satisfaction ratio

for legitimate interest packets under interest flooding

attacks was 12% and after applying defense mechanism

this ratio increased by 78%. Salah et al. extended their

work in [29] to work against collusive interest flooding

attacks. This approach uses its own infrastructure over

NDN; therefore, it incurs more message overhead. Sig-

norello et al.[28] showed that this approach is ineffective

against cIFA and bIFA.

Xin et al.[40] proposed a detection approach for

collusive interest flooding attacks based on wavelet

analysis[48]. The authors showed that the power spec-

tral density (frequency distribution of traffic for the

namespace) of traffic corresponding to collusive inte-

rest flooding attacks is low compared with other traffic.

The authors used the average attack strength of all the

subbands for the detection of the attack. The threshold

for detection is chosen experimentally. This approach

is only applicable to collusive interest flooding attacks

while other types of interest flooding attacks can be

possible in this approach. Authors of [40] did not give

any mitigation approach after the detection of the at-

tack.

Kumar et al.[42] implemented interest flooding at-

tacks using CCNx-based implementation and ndnSIM-

based simulation for a linear topology. Six parameters

were chosen for the detection of interest flooding at-

tack using six machine learning-based approaches. The

accuracy of the interest flooding attack detection for
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the simulation and implementation is found almost the

same.

Wang et al.[49] gave an approach to counter interest

flooding attacks by employing micropayments on NDN

nodes (consumers and routers). Initially, each node has

some virtual money (VM) which is managed by NDN

trusted authorities. NDN nodes use this VM for for-

warding NDN packets. The misbehavior of nodes can

be observed based on their access use of VM.

Zhi et al.[38] gave an interest flooding attack de-

tection approach based on computing Gini impurity

(GI)[50]. In this approach, the router computes the GI

of the set of namespaces observed in a given period.

The attack is detected when the relative increase in GI

goes beyond a predefined threshold. After detecting

the attack, the malicious prefix is detected by replacing

the probability of each namespace in the old set with

the probability of the same namespace in the new set.

The router calculates the difference between these two

sets. If this difference is negative, then the prefix is re-

garded as malicious. Mitigation is done by limiting the

forwarding rate of the malicious interest packets. The

router also sends a notification to downstream routers.

The detection is based on the namespace of the received

interest packets. Therefore, cIFA can be performed on

this approach because in cIFA the attacker attacks on

more than one target prefix that will make GI of names-

paces remain the same.

Zhao et al.[51] proposed a new sophisticated inte-

rest flooding attack. A group of attackers perform this

interest flooding attack by sending non-existing inte-

rest packets with a slow rate at the beginning and then

slowly increase the rate. This attack has a greater ef-

fect on intermediate routers near the attacker than on

the access routers.

Kumar et al.[43] applied ranking based on informa-

tion gain for 12 different features. Out of 12 features,

nine features were found significant for the detection of

interest flooding attack.

3.4 Findings

Table 4 summarizes interest flooding attack types,

and the detection and mitigation approaches. The inte-

rest flooding attack using pre-existing prefix is the most

addressed problem. The other types of interest flood-

ing attacks are less critical. Most of the detection and

mitigation fails to mitigate cIFA and bIFA. Hence, it

is a challenge for future researchers. A good detection

approach should have fine-grained detection, and less

computation and storage overhead. Most of the coun-

termeasures use either push-back or trace-back mech-

anism. For reducing the effect of the interest flood-

ing attack, the initial push-back mechanism is nece-

ssary. The trace-back helps to stop the attack being

performed by the attacker. A combination of push-

back and trace-back is more effective than push-back or

trace-back alone. The efficiency of mitigation depends

on the granularity of detection, i.e., if the detection is

more fine-grained, then the mitigation can be applied

to stop only specific namespace on a specific interface.

The implementation of interest flooding attack and its

detection approach and mitigation is done mostly on

ns-3 based ndnSIM[52] simulator.

4 Cache Privacy Attack

Router side content caching is the fundamental fea-

ture of NDN, which reduces the network congestion, op-

timizes bandwidth utilization, and provides fast access

to the content. However, an attacker can access these

cached contents and find whether these contents are re-

cently accessed by someone else or not. After knowing

the time of access and content name, an attacker can

associate this content to a user, thus breaching the pri-

vacy of the user. This attack is known as cache privacy

attack. The cache privacy attack does not hinder com-

munication, but the attacker can use the information

gained from this attack for his/her benefit. It is chal-

lenging to detect this attack as the network does not

get affected by this attack.

Protecting all the cached contents from the attacker

is a big overhead for the router. Also, it is not nece-

ssary that all the cached contents are privacy-sensitive.

Therefore, securing only the privacy-sensitive contents

could reduce the overhead. Deciding whether content

will be private or public is another issue. Privacy de-

pends on whether the content can be associated with

a particular context (political view, religious beliefs,

etc.), a user and a location at a given time. Deter-

mining which data will be private and how the privacy

technique will be implemented is also a crucial issue for

NDN. The producer can make the content as private

by either declaring predefined namespaces as private or

setting the extra privacy bit of the content itself. The

first way is too complicated as the router has to know

all the namespaces that are private and these names-

paces must get updated. The second way is feasible

because producers can control it. The producer can set

the privacy bit before replying to the data packet. Af-

ter deciding how privacy will be implemented, the main
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Table 4. Interest Flooding Attack Types and Detection & Mitigation Approaches

Reference Attack Type Detection Countermeasure

Type Parameters Granularity Type Topology

Gasti et al.[17], 2013 Interest flooding attack for static, dynamic
& non-existing content & prefix hijacking

Threshold-based Pending interest per outgoing
interface, incoming interest per
interface & pending interest per
namespace

Interface &
namespace

Push-back

Afanasyev et al.[18],
2013

Interest flooding attack using pre-existing &
random prefix

Threshold-based Outgoing interest (1st Algo.),
forwarded & unsatisfied interest
(2nd & 3rd Algo.)

Push-back Tree & AT
& T

Compagno et al.[31],
2013

Interest flooding attack using pre-existing &
random prefix

Threshold-based Ratio of incoming interest &
outgoing data & PIT size

Interface Push-back AT & T

Dai et al.[27], 2013 Interest flooding attack using random prefix Threshold-based PIT size Interface Trace-back EBONE
(AS1755)

Tang et al.[32], 2013 Interest flooding attack using pre-existing &
random prefix

Threshold-based RSI (1st phase) & largest expired
prefix (2nd phase)

Interface &
namespace

Self-made

Wang et al.[33], 2013 Interest flooding attack using pre-existing &
random prefix

Threshold-based Expired interest per namespace Namespace Disabling
PIT exhaus-
tion

Linear and
AT & T

Wang et al.[35], 2014 Interest flooding attack using pre-existing &
random prefix

Fuzzy-based POR & PER PIT entries Push-back AT & T

Li and Bi[44], 2014 All types Interest
cash

Self-made

Karami and
Guerrero-Zapata[41] ,
2015

Interest flooding attack using pre-existing &
random prefix & prefix hijacking

Machine learn-
ing based

12 parameters Interface Push-back DFN and
AT & T

Nguyen et al.[36],
2015

Interest flooding attack using pre-existing
prefix

Hypothesis
testing

Incoming interest & outgoing data Interface Tree

Vassilakis et al.[34],
2015

Interest flooding attack using pre-existing &
random prefix

Threshold-based Expired PIT entries PIT entries Push-back Self-made

Alston and Refaei[45],
2016

All types Cryptographic
route token

Internet like

Xin et al.[37], 2016 Interest flooding attack using pre-existing
prefix

Entropy-based Trace-back Tree

Ding et al.[39], 2016 Interest flooding attack using pre-existing
prefix

Markov-based POR, PER & PAR PIT entries Push-back Tree and
AT & T

Salah and Strufe[29],
2016

Collusive interest flooding attack & interest
flooding attack using pre-existing

Threshold-based Satisfaction ratio per namespace
per Inter-face

Namespace Push-back AS-3967 &
AS-3257

Signorello et al.[28],
2017

cIFA & bIFA AS-3967

Xin et al.[40], 2017 Collusive interest flooding attack Wavelet
analysis

Incoming interest per namespace Namespace China
Telecom

Kumar et al.[42], 2017 Interest flooding attack using pre-existing &
random prefix

Machine learn-
ing approaches

6 parameters Router Linear &
DFN

Wang et al.[49], 2017 All types Micropayment-
based

Virtual money Router or
consumer

Tree & net
like

Zhi et al.[38], 2018 Interest flooding attack using pre-existing
prefix

Entropy-based Incoming interest per namespace Namespace Push-back Tree

Salah et al.[47], 2019 Interest flooding attack using pre-existing &
random prefix

Machine learn-
ing approaches

6 parameters Interface Tree & DFN
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challenge is to determine the entity (consumer or pro-

ducer) which will decide whether the content is private

or not.

If a consumer wants a private content, then it can

inform the producer by setting an extra privacy bit in

the interest packet. However, if only the consumer has

control over deciding the privacy of the content, then

two problems arise. First, if the consumer sets the pri-

vacy bit for all the interest packets before requesting

them, then the router will apply countermeasure for all

the data packets corresponding to these interest pac-

kets, which may lead to the degradation of NDN per-

formance. Second, if a consumer requests a private con-

tent without setting the privacy bit, then the privacy

of the consumer gets affected. Therefore, the privacy

could not be decided by a consumer alone. However,

the producer alone cannot decide the privacy of content

because a content which may seem public to a producer

can be private for a consumer. Thus, the best way is

that both the consumer and the producer decide the

privacy of the content and the router must penalize the

attacker.

Beyond these issues, it is also important that if a

content is private, then the content must be handled in

such a way that attackers could not infer whether it is

cached or not. A simple solution for the problem is not

to cache any private content, but that can result in the

degradation of NDN performance. A better solution for

this attack is to make difficult for an attacker to link

privacy-sensitive contents to a user or a group of users.

In 2010, Lauinger[53] introduced cache privacy at-

tack for CCN. He proposed three types of cache privacy

attack, i.e., request monitoring attack or timing-based

attack (TBA), object discovery attack (ODA) and data

flow cloning attack (DFCA).

In TBA, the attacker tries to find recent access to

privacy-sensitive contents from the nearby CS. The at-

tack is performed by compiling a list of privacy-sensitive

contents related to one or more users. After compil-

ing the list, the attacker finds the hit time of cache

by requesting the same content twice. The first re-

quest caches the content. The second request is sat-

isfied from the cache as the content has been already

cached. The time taken to receive the reply (from the

time request for the content is done) is known as the hit

time. After getting the hit time, the attacker requests

for privacy-sensitive contents one by one from the list

to check whether it is cached or not. If the cache-hit

occurs then the attacker can interpret that the user to

whom the attacker has linked the content while making

the list of the privacy-sensitive content must have ac-

cessed the cache recently. Fig.7 shows a demonstration

of TBA.

The author of [53] extended his work in [54] and

proposed a specialized technique to perform the above

attack in which an attacker performs the cache privacy

List of Privacy Sensitive Contents

Interest Name

/AmericanExpressBank/0

/PayPal/login.html

/MayoClinic/Appointments

/Nasa/login.html

/Facebook/login.html

/Gmail/login.html

/Youtube/watch?v=xcXvc

/Bbc/News/Wheather/3

/MayoClinic/Appointments

Hit

No

Yes

No

No

Attacker

R1

CS of R1

R2 R3 R4 R5 Publisher

Consumer

Fig.7. Timing-based attack.
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attack by probing requests for a content C at a fre-

quency fp called probing frequency. The value of fp
must be greater than or equal to the reciprocal of tc
for ensuring the detection of C; here tc is the average

period for which the data packet remains in CS.

In ODA, an attacker initially sends the interest

packet having the root namespace (represented as “/”)

in the name field of the interest packet. The router

responds by sending any cached data packet. The at-

tacker sends another interest packet after setting the

exclude field to the name of the data packet received

earlier. This time the attacker gets a new data packet

as a reply. By repeating this action, an attacker can

know which data is in CS.

In DCFA, the attacker replicates the on-going flow

in the cache by inspecting flow-based messages in

the cache. In this attack, the attacker knows the

syntax and semantics of the conversation messages.

The attacker composes this message for a specific

consumer or a group of consumers and sends it to

the router. If the same conversation is going on,

then the router replies with the corresponding data

packet. Now the attacker can request subsequent pac-

kets by composing the next message based on syn-

tax and semantics. For example, the Voice-over-CCN

message uses the naming scheme “/domain/user/call-

id/rtp/sequence-number” for the voice data, exchanged

during a call. The attacker can perform object dis-

covery attack to know the on-going call instance such

as “/tid/john/1234/rtp/”. The attacker can predict fu-

ture data packets by requesting in the same way as done

by the original requester.

Arianfar et al.[19] proposed two types of cache pri-

vacy attacks that are performed by the government or a

higher authority, i.e., name-watch list attack (NWLA)

and content analysis attack (CAA). In NWLA, the ad-

versary compiles a list of restricted namespaces after

examining. Whenever a request for the restricted data

packet is made, the adversary either blocks/filters the

request or records the user who requested the data. In

CAA, the attacker inspects the content requested by

the user for finding the wrong keywords, spam, etc.

The attack can block the users (who requested such a

content) for a small interval of time.

From the above discussion, the cache privacy at-

tack can be divided into two categories based on who

performs the attack, i.e., the attack performed by a

malicious consumer application (attacker) and the at-

tack performed by ISP or a government. TBA, ODA,

and DFCA lie in the first category whereas NWLA and

CAA lie in the second category. Fig.8 shows the types

of cache privacy attacks in NDN.

4.1 Mitigation of Cache Privacy Attack

Most of the mitigation approaches[20,54−65] are pro-

posed for the timing-based attacks. Cache privacy at-

tack mitigation approaches have been divided into five

categories, i.e., delay-based approaches, caching-based

approaches, disabling packet fields, detection-based ap-

proaches, and miscellaneous approaches. In delay-

based approaches, the router applies an additional de-

lay to the data packet before replying it. Applying de-

lay to the first k requests and applying delay for time t

are the examples of this approach. In the caching-based

approach, the cache structure or caching algorithm is

changed to resist the cache privacy attack. Probabilis-

tic caching, collaborative caching, and caching based

on betweenness centrality are the examples of this ap-

proach. In disabling packet fields approach, the fields

(scope and exclude) which make cache privacy attacks

easy to perform are disabled. In detection-based ap-

proaches, the router detects cache privacy attacks based

on traffic characteristics and then applies a countermea-

sure. Tunneling and publishing encrypted chunks of a

file are classified under miscellaneous approaches. The

classification of mitigation approaches is shown in Fig.9.

Types of Cache Privacy Attacks

Object Discovery Attack

Data Flow Cloning Attack

Malicious Consumer

Timing-Based Attack

ISP or Government

Name-Watchlist Attack

Content Analysis Attack

Fig.8. Types of cache privacy attacks.
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Delay-Based Approach

Delay First k Requests

Delay for Time t

Caching-Based Approach

Publishing Encrypted

Chunks of File

Tunneling

Miscellaneous Approaches

CPA Mitigation Approach

Probabilistic Caching

 Collaborative Caching

Disabling Packet Field

Detection-Based Approach

Caching Based on Betweenness Centrality

Fig.9. Cache privacy attack countermeasures.

4.1.1 Delay-Based Approach

In this approach, an additional delay is added before

forwarding the data packet to the consumer or down-

stream router.

• Applying Delay for First k Requests. Acs et al.[55]

proposed three approaches based on applying delay

for the first k requests to a privacy-sensitive content.

These approaches are Non Private Naive (NPN), Uni-

form Random Cache (URC), and Exponential Random

Cache (ERC). In the NPN approach, k is fixed for all

the contents in the cache. In the URC approach, a

positive integer k is chosen in (0, k] interval using uni-

form random distribution for each content c when it is

cached. In the ERC approach, k is chosen using ex-

ponential distribution. Authors also calculated utility

trade-off between privacy and caching. ERC shows 12%

better performance than URC. They extended their

work in [63] and gave a proof of their approach. They

analyzed their approach for local and distributed ad-

versaries. This approach mitigates cache privacy at-

tacks by maintaining a trade-off between privacy and

caching. Each router has to maintain the state of all the

contents that are present in CS; therefore this approach

incurs extra storage overhead to the router. Chaabane

et al.[56] also mentioned the same countermeasure.

• Applying Delay for Time t. Mohaisen et al.[65]

presented three approaches based on applying delay for

time t in the case of a cache hit. These are vanilla

approach, efficient approach, and low granularity ap-

proach. In the vanilla approach, the edge router main-

tains a per-user state, i.e., requested content’s name

and the times the consumer requests it. If the same

consumer requests the same content, then no delay is

applied. Otherwise, a delay is chosen which lies between

the single hop distance and the RTT of the content. In

the efficient approach, the router maintains a per-face

state. Therefore, it incurs less storage overhead for the

router. The low granularity approach takes the advan-

tages of both approaches by maintaining per-user state

in the access point and per-face states in the router.

They have presented the evaluation and shortcomings

of their approach in [58]. The vanilla approach and the

low granularity approach could not be applied in the

NDN due to the unavailability of User-ID like IP ad-

dresses. But, the efficient approach which maintains

per-face states can be applied to the NDN architecture.

This approach assures security as it is more resilient to

cache privacy attacks than Acs et al.’s approach[55].

4.1.2 Caching-Based Approach

In the caching-based approach, the caching strategy

is modified for preventing cache privacy attacks.

• Probabilistic Caching. Chaabane et al.[56] allowed

the router to decide whether to cache content or not,

based on a random function. It makes it difficult for

an adversary to infer the state of a router’s cache at a

particular instant. There is no restriction for accessing

content from the cache. Therefore, the attacker can still

access the cached content. This approach only reduces

the possibility of the attack.

• Collaborative Caching. Chaabane et al.[56] sug-

gested to collaborate nearby caches and create a dis-

tributed cache, which leads to an increase in the cache
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size for a user connected to nearby caches. When

caches collaborate, the number of users connected to

the cache also increases; therefore, the attacker faces

difficulty in linking a particular content to a user. The

authors did not provide any implementation details or

the analysis of this approach. Maintaining a distributed

cache is too expensive for the router. Kamath et al.[64]

proposed an approach called Group Caching for Pri-

vacy in NDN (GCPiN). In GCPiN, the nearby access

routers collaborate to form a group. Each router in the

group has a GCPiN manager, which handles grouping

of routers, distributed content caching, and securing

privacy-sensitive content. This approach incurs extra

overhead for maintaining groups of routers.

• Caching Based on Betweenness Centrality. Abani

and Gerla[62] proposed a caching scheme based on be-

tweenness centrality (BC). BC measures the times a

specific node lies on the shortest path between all pairs

of nodes in a network. The authors proposed that

caching of privacy-sensitive content should be done on

nodes having a high value of BC. This will make it dif-

ficult for an attacker to associate the content to a spe-

cific user. This approach is better than other caching-

based approaches, but it causes more delay for privacy-

sensitive contents as the privacy-sensitive contents get

cached near the backbone routers.

4.1.3 Disabling Packet Field

Lauinger et al.[20] suggested disabling scope field

and exclude field because they help an attacker to per-

form the attack. The attacker can set the value scope

field to 2, thus allowing requests to propagate up to a

single hop; this helps the attacker to perform attacks

faster. The exclude field helps an attacker to perform

ODA by first requesting root namespace (“/”) for get-

ting any cached data item and then sending a request

message excluding the previously received data item us-

ing the exclude field. In this way, the attacker can know

the cached data items in the CS. Disabling the scope

or exclude field can result in the loss of NDN perfor-

mance, as the scope field helps to restrict the further

propagation of NDN interest packets and the exclude

field helps the consumer to exclude the undesirable data

packets. In the latest NDN packet format specification

(0.3), the exclude field is removed from NDN. However,

the hop-limit field exists in NDN, which is similar to

the scope field.

4.1.4 Detection-Based Approach

Ntuli and Han[66] proposed an approach which de-

tects cache privacy attack by analyzing attackers’ be-

havioral parameters, i.e., the high-interest rate and the

high cache rate. These parameters are used by the de-

tection approach for calculating the trust value of the

host connected to the gateway router. However, the

cache privacy attack is more flexible than the interest

flooding attack or cache pollution attack as the attacker

only needs to request interest packets to perform this

attack. Therefore, any fixed detection approach cannot

entirely resist this attack.

Gao et al.[57] proposed an approach for detecting

cache privacy attacks similar to that in [66]. This ap-

proach is based on detecting the high-interest rate, the

high cache hit rate, and repeat requests for multiple

contents in a short period. Gateway router calculates

the credit score of all the users using the parameters

mentioned above. If this credit score becomes less than

a predefined threshold, then the attack is detected. Af-

ter detecting the attack, the router replies the data

packet to the attacker after adding a delay. This de-

lay depends on the RTT of the content. Dogruluk et

al.[60] also proposed a similar approach to [57, 66]. Ku-

mar et al.[67] gave an approach to detect the pattern of

the timing-based attack. If this pattern is detected for

a threshold number of times, then a countermeasure is

applied by delaying the data packet before replying.

4.1.5 Miscellaneous Approaches

There are two other approaches which have not been

included in the previous categories.

• Publishing Encrypted Chunks of File. Arianfar et

al.[19] proposed an approach for detecting NWLA and

CAA. This approach is based on publishing encrypted

chunks of a file. The publisher divides an original file

into chunks of equal sizes and intermixes each piece to

a piece of a cover file, resulting in blocks of files. When

a user requests these files, the publisher replies with se-

lective blocks of files. Before intermixing these chunks,

the publisher applies a random function and a cover to

each chunk of the file which is known to both the user

and the publisher. On receiving these blocks, the user

applies reverse function and integrate chunks to receive

the original file. In this scheme, extra files are added to

the chunks of the original file, thereby additional mem-

ory is used. Also, this scheme consumes CPU cycles

for processing files at the publisher as well as at the

consumer end.
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• Tunneling. Lauinger et al.[20] suggested tunneling

in which systems like Andana[68] can be used to tunnel

the data packet directly to the client. Tunneling may

lead to the loss of NDN performance, as in-network

caching is not possible in tunneling. The authors sug-

gested that it can be used only for privacy-sensitive

content.

4.2 Findings

The cache privacy attack is a critical attack for

ICN type networks as they use caching in the router

itself. The attack does not influence network resources,

and hence it is tough to detect. Table 5 shows diffe-

rent types of cache privacy attacks and the counter-

measures. Most of the studies[20,54−58,60,62−65] have fo-

cused on TBA, which is more severe than other types

of cache privacy attack. The detection, mitigation,

and the evaluation of the cache privacy attack are

done mostly using CCNx code base. Detection-based

approaches[57,60,66] are in-effective as the pattern of the

attacker can vary. Caching-based schemes like collab-

orative caching[64] use complex infrastructure which is

extra overhead for NDN.

Most of the proposed solutions[20,55,56,58,63,65] are

based on applying an additional delay to privacy-

sensitive contents. Mostly this delay is applied by the

edge routers. Delay-based approaches try to maintain

a record of previously received content. This record is

used for selecting the content for which delay should

be applied. The problems with the delay-based ap-

proach are that they degrade the NDN performance

by degrading average delay, and they also use some

memory. However, the delay-based approach is more

effective against the cache privacy attack. Therefore, it

is necessary to improve their performance by reducing

average delay and memory usage.

5 Cache Pollution Attack

In this attack, the attacker sends interest packets

to modify the configuration of content stored in CS of

Table 5. Cache Privacy Attack Types and Countermeasures

Reference Attack Type Countermeasure

Type Applied by Effectiveness Implementation Topology

Arianfar et al.[19],
2011

NWLA & CAA Publishing encrypted chunks
of file

Producer High

Lauinger et al.[54],
2012

TBA, ODA &
DFCA

Lauinger et al.[20],
2012

TBA & CAA Delay-based, caching-based,
& disabling packet field

Edge routers Intermediate

Ntuli and Han[66],
2012

ODA Detection-based approach Edge routers Intermediate

Acs et al.[55],
2013

TBA Delay first k requests Edge routers Intermediate CCNx codebase Self-made

Chaabane
et al.[56], 2013

TBA Delay-based & caching-based Edge routers Intermediate

Mohaisen et al.[65],
2013

TBA Delay for time t Edge routers High CCNx codebase Linear

Gao et al.[57],
2015

TBA Detection-based approach Edge routers Intermediate

Mohaisen et al.[58],
2015

TBA Delay for time t Edge routers High CCNx codebase Linear

Dogruluk et al.[60],
2016

TBA Detection-based approach Edge routers Intermediate

Abani and
Gerla[62], 2016

TBA Caching-based on
betweenness centrality

Routers near
core routers

Intermediate ndnSIM Transit-stub

Acs et al.[63],
2017

TBA Delay first k requests Edge routers Intermediate CCNx codebase Self-made

Kamath et al.[64],
2017

TBA Collaborative caching Edge routers Intermediate ndnSIM Self-made

Kumar et al.[67],
2018

TBA Detection-based approach Edge routers Intermediate ndnSIM Linear
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nearby routers. Depending upon the modification, the

cache pollution attack has been classified into two types

by Deng et al.[69]: locality disruption attack (LDA)

and false locality attack (FLA). In LDA, the attacker

requests interest packets for new unpopular contents.

These unpopular contents get cached in CS of nearby

NDN routers, thereby reducing their cache hit proba-

bility for requests corresponding to popular contents.

In FLA, the attacker increases the popularity of con-

tent(s) by issuing a large number of requests for them.

The goal of the attack is to create the false popularity of

contents in nearby routers. This attack confuses detec-

tion approaches based only on local popularity. Fig.10

shows a demonstration of FLA. The attacker compiles

a list having names of unpopular contents and then re-

quests them one by one. These contents replace popu-

lar contents which are already presented in CS, thereby

reducing the hit ratio of CS.

LDA and FLA are performed similarly, but the main

difference is the intention of the attacker. In LDA, the

objective of the attacker is to decrease the hit ratio

of CS. Therefore, the attacker requests new unpopular

contents. In FLA, the objective of the attacker is to

confuse the router by creating false popularity for an

unpopular content or a group of unpopular contents.

The attacker repeatedly requests a set of contents for

performing this attack. Both these attacks are difficult

to detect as the attacker does not follow any specific

pattern. Breslau et al.[70] showed that the web traffic

follows Zipf[71] distribution. Therefore, caching of fre-

quently requested contents yields better performance.

The attacker utilizes this fact and selects contents from

the tail of Zipf to perform the attack. There is a low

probability that consumers will request these selected

contents.

5.1 Detection and Mitigation of Cache

Pollution Attack

Detection approaches for the cache pollution attack

have been divided into three major categories, i.e., sta-

tistical approach, probabilistic approach, and miscella-

neous approach. Approaches given in [22, 72–77] are

threshold-based statistical approaches. Park et al.[21]

proposed an entropy-based approach which comes un-

der the probabilistic approach. Karami and Guerrero-

Zapata’s Adaptive Network-Based Fuzzy Inference Sys-

tem (ANFIS) based approach[78] is classified under the

miscellaneous approach. Fig.11 shows the types of de-

tection approaches used for cache pollution attacks.

In the following subsections work done by different

authors[19,20,54−67] is discussed according to the type of

detection approach used by them.

List of Unpopular Contents

Attacker

Consumer

CS of R1

Interest Name

/Bbc/news/OldNews/1.mp4/0

/Bbc/news/OldNews/1.mp4/1

/Youtube/Unpopular/2.mp4/0

/Youtube/Unpopular/2.mp4/1

/Bbc/news/OldNews/1.mp4/0

/Bbc/news/OldNews/1.mp4/1

/Youtube/Unpopular/2.mp4/0

/Youtube/Unpopular/2.mp4/1
/Facebook/login.html/0

/Gmail/login.html/3

R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 Publisher

Fig.10. False locality attack.
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Statistical
Approach

Threshold-Based Neuro-Fuzzy

Probabilistic
Approach

Entropy-Based

Miscellaneous
Approach

Cache Pollution Attack Detection Approach

Fig.11. Types of detection for cache pollution attacks.

5.1.1 Threshold-Based Approach

Xie et al.[22] proposed an approach for the mitiga-

tion of cache pollution attacks called CacheShield. In

this approach, the CS stores a placeholder for the name

and frequency of the content along with actual content.

When the router receives the content for the first time,

then its placeholder is stored in CS with its count value

t which is initially set to zero. If the router receives

a content whose placeholder is already stored in CS,

then it computes a shield function and decides whether

the content will be cached or not. If the router decides

to cache the content, then the router replaces the con-

tent placeholder with the actual content. Otherwise,

the value t of the content placeholder is incremented.

This approach has high space and time complexity as

the router uses extra space for storing the name place-

holder and it uses extra CPU cycle for computing shield

function whenever it receives a content. Also, the au-

thors did not discuss how they implemented caching of

content and content placeholder in the same CS.

Conti et al.[72] proposed an approach for the detec-

tion of both LDA and LFA. This approach consists of

two phases, i.e., the learning phase and the detection

phase. In the learning phase, the caching algorithm

creates a set S by choosing IDs of contents by ran-

dom sampling. The router keeps track of the contents

belonging to S in order to calculate the threshold τ ,

which is used for detecting the attack. In the detection

phase, the router computes the variability of measure-

ment, i.e., δm which depends on the frequency of con-

tent which belongs to S, the size of measurement, and

the probability of occurrence of content. If δm is greater

than τ then the attack is detected. This approach uses

low memory and low computation as compared with

Xie et al.’s approach[22] as it uses sample S whose size

is small. While the approach[22] applies to LDA only,

this approach can detect both types of cache pollution

attack. This approach depends on the configuration of

S; therefore, choosing the appropriate S is necessary.

Xu et al.[73] proposed an approach based on the as-

sumption that in cache pollution attack the attacker

requests a large number of interest packets for a small

group of unpopular namespaces. This approach has two

phases, i.e., traffic monitoring phase and identification

phase. In the traffic monitoring phase, the router uses

Lightweight Flajolet Martin (LFM) sketch to monitor

distinct interest packets having a common namespace.

Monte Carlo hypothesis test[79] is used for computing

the detection threshold. In the identification phase,

the router periodically monitors traffic and calculates

the result. If the result exceeds the threshold, then the

router announces that the attack is going on. This ap-

proach has comparatively low memory and low compu-

tational overhead. Xu et al.[73] mentioned that in cache

pollution attack the attacker requests a large number

of interest packets for the same namespace. However,

legal requests can also have this type of patterns. Sup-

pose some consumers request chunks of a newly pub-

lished popular movie from the same publisher. In this

case, each chunk has a unique name having the same

namespace. Therefore this approach will detect this

event as an attack.

Kamimoto et al.[74] proposed an approach to miti-

gate cache pollution attack based on the hierarchy of

contents. This approach has three steps as follows: 1)

identifying the attackers’ prefixes, 2) cache recovery,

and 3) cache protection. In the first step, the router

calculates the weighted request rate variation per pre-

fix (WRVP) which is used for making a black-list. In

the second step, the router removes unpopular cached

contents using the black-list. In the third step, the

router does not cache future unpopular contents. This

approach uses less memory as compared with the other

approaches[21,22] as per namespace statistics is stored

rather than each content. This approach has a limita-

tion that the attacker can use unpopular contents of the

popular prefix for performing the attack. These inte-

rest packets belong to a popular prefix and hence they

are not listed in the black-list.

Guo et al.[75] proposed an approach based on the

path diversity of interest packets received by a back-

bone router. In normal condition, contents are re-

quested from many different regions, thereby follow-

ing different router-level paths. They utilized this fact

and proposed a scheme in which backbone routers trace

paths of interest packets for each content object stored

in its CS. The backbone router maintains two pieces of

information for every content object stored in its CS,

i.e., the times the content object gets hit and data struc-

ture named as PathTracker which stores the number of
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distinct paths o.pathe followed by interest packets cor-

responding to the content object. Bernoulli distribu-

tion is used to compute the expected number of distinct

paths, i.e., o.patht using the value of o.hit. Further, the

values of o.pathe, o.patht and o.hit are used for calcu-

lating ratios rt and re given by (5) and (6) respectively.

rt =
o.hit

o.patht

, (5)

re =
o.hit

o.pathe

. (6)

If re is sufficiently greater than rt for a given object

then the object is polluted. On detecting that content

o is polluted, it is removed from CS.

Salah et al.[76] utilized the CoMon framework (dis-

cussed in Section 3) for the mitigation of cache pollu-

tion attacks. It classifies nodes into three categories,

i.e., ISP controller (IC), monitoring nodes (MNs) and

NDN nodes (NNs). The MNs periodically send the IC

a list of contents they observed with the times the con-

tents are requested. The IC then forms a white-list of

prefixes based on their popularity. It then distributes

the contents of the white-list to the MNs and instructs

them to cache only those contents. NNs are informed

to cache those contents which are not in the white-list

of the MR to which the NNs are associated. This ap-

proach ensures that the popular data always remains

cached in the network, thus reducing the number of

costly Inter-ISP data requests. The authors of [76] did

not give any specific technique for the distribution of

content among MNs. The distribution of contents is

significant as it contributes to the NDN performance.

If a content is cached away from its locality, then re-

questing it will result in a higher delay.

Zhang et al.[77] proposed an approach for the de-

tection and mitigation of cache pollution attack based

on the locality of content. The decision of whether to

cache or not is taken using two parameters, i.e., the

coefficient of variation (COV) and popularity per pre-

fix. When the router receives an interest packet, then

the router updates its dataset, having information such

as its prefix, incoming interface, and frequency. This

dataset is used for calculating COV. The popularity of

a prefix is the times interest packets are requested for

it. When the router receives a data packet, then the

router uses the value of popularity and COV for decid-

ing whether to cache the data packet or not.

5.1.2 Entropy-Based Approach

Park et al.[21] proposed an approach for detecting

low rate LDA leveraging entropy of requests. In this

approach, a router maps the name of each content ob-

ject to an entry of a binary matrix. The indices of the

matrix represent the value obtained after hashing the

name and taking the modulus of the result using two

different positive integers. If the object is present for

a particular mapping, then the corresponding value is

set to 1; else it is set to 0. The rank value of matrix

after applying Gaussian elimination is used for detect-

ing the change in the random behavior of the request.

EWMA is used for smoothing the value of rank over

time. When the value of rank goes beyond a predefined

threshold, then the attack is detected. This approach

can be applied to both TCP/IP and ICN type networks

as it does not use any user ID. The size of storage de-

pends on the size of the cache which is equal to O(
√
n).

Here n is the size of the cache. This approach uses high

computation as the router has to compute mapping for

each request in the table.

5.1.3 Miscellaneous Approaches

ANFIS stands for Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference

System[78]. ANFIS is an advanced cache replacement

policy, which uses a neuro-fuzzy network to calculate

the goodness value of the data packets. ANFIS works

on each router independently by collecting statistics

about each data packet and then passing this infor-

mation through five layers of a fuzzy network to refine

the goodness value. This value is used by the cache

replacement policy for making the caching decision.

Though ANFIS can counter most of the attacks effi-

ciently, it will fail to counter smartly designed attacks

explicitly tailored to defeat ANFIS because, in ANFIS,

each router is working completely independent of other

routers. Therefore, the nearby attacker can manipulate

the router’s decision of caching. Since the router only

has access to the local data, it may wrongly perceive

the attacker’s request to be legitimate and thus start

caching contents requested by the attacker replacing

the actual legitimate content from the cache.

5.2 Findings

Table 6 summarizes types of cache pollution attacks,

their detection, and the countermeasures. Most of the

work is done for the mitigation of LDA[21,22,72,73,76−78].

The mitigation of LDA is comparatively easier than the

mitigation of FLA. FLA manipulates local popularity;

therefore, local popularity based detection or caching

schemes do not work against FLA. Most of the de-

tection approaches[22,72−77] for cache privacy attack

are based on the computed statistical-threshold. The
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Table 6. Cache Pollution Attack Types and Countermeasures

Reference Attack Countermeasure

Type Detection Type Memory Computational Implimentation Topology

Overhead Overhead

Park et al.[21], 2012 LDA Entropy-based Low High

Xie et al.[22], 2012 LDA Threshold-based High High CCNx codebase Self-made

Conti et al.[72], 2013 Both Threshold-based Low Low ndnSIM XC and DFN

Karami and Guerrero-Zapata[78],
2015

Both ANFIS Low Low ndnSIM XC and DFN

Xu et al.[73], 2015 Both Threshold-based Low Low ndnSIM Tree

Kamimoto et al.[74], 2016 FLA Threshold-based Low Low ndnSIM XC and DFN

Guo et al.[75], 2016 FLA Threshold-based Medium Low Simulation K-ary Tree

Salah et al.[76], 2017 Both Threshold-based High Low ndnSIM AS-3967

Zhang et al.[77], 2017 LDA Threshold-based Low Low ndnSIM AS-1221, 1755,

3967, and 7018

Note: Blank means not applicable (N.A.) as the authors did not give a detection or mitigation approach in their paper.

threshold is computed by observing the content packet

received by the router and then calculating the thresh-

old based on the observation. The countermeasure is

applied by comparing the current statistics of the con-

tent with the threshold. If the content is unpopular,

then it is not stored in the cache. The “memory over-

head” and “computational overhead” attributes in Ta-

ble 6 show the comparative amount of memory space

and CPU cycles of the router used in deploying the

countermeasure respectively.

6 Content Poisoning Attack

Basically, NDN has three types of contents, viz.

valid contents, fake contents, and corrupted contents.

The valid content has a valid signature generated by a

valid publisher’s private key. The fake content has a

valid signature that may be generated with any private

key, but it is not associated with the published names-

pace. The corrupted content has an invalid signature.

The content poisoning attack poisons the CS of the

routers by injecting fake or corrupted contents into

them. Any request for the fake or corrupted content(s)

cached them in all the intermediary routers, thus lead-

ing to the spreading of poisoned content(s) across the

network. The verification of such contents can be done

by any consumer using the content signature, but the

verification by a router working at line speed is a time-

consuming process. The trust model used by different

applications makes it more difficult for routers to verify

contents.

Content poisoning attacks can be carried out in two

ways[17]. Some of the routers can be compromised by

the attacker(s) and these compromised routers spread

poisoned contents in reply to the interest packets. The

genuine intermediary routers cache the poisoned con-

tents, which are further accessed by other consumers,

thus poisoning the network. Fig.12 shows the demon-

stration of content poisoning attacks through a mali-

cious router. Another way of attacks is based on the

distribution of poisoned contents through compromised

publishers and routers. The malicious content is cre-

ated for replying to interest packets that are expected

in a large number (for example, the request for the score

of a live football match). The interest packets for le-

gitimate contents are replied with the poisoned con-

tent by the compromised routers or producers. This

attack is more critical than the attack through com-

promised routers only due to its capability to spread

fake or corrupted contents faster. Most of the mitiga-

tion approaches for the content poisoning attack have

used some fields of interest or data packets which are

not presented in current NDN packet specification, i.e.,

exclude & Publisher Public Key Digest (PPKD), and

KeyLocator. The exclude field is a field in the inte-

rest packet which is used by the consumer to exclude

the content which it does not want as a reply. The

PPKD field is present in both the interest and the data

packets. It contains the hash of the producer’s public

key. The KeyLocator field is a filed of the data packet

which contains either public key itself or any reference

to locate the public key.
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/Gmail/login.html/3

/Youtube/watch?v=xcXvc
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/Gmail/login.html/3
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/Facebook/login.html/0
/Gmail/login.html/3
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/Youtube/watch?v=xcXvc
/Netflix/NewEpisode.mp4/0
/Netflix/NewEpisode.mp4/1
/Netflix/NewEpisode.mp4/2

Fig.12. Content poisoning attack through a compromised router.

6.1 Detection and Mitigation of Content

Poisoning Attack

The detection of content poisoning attacks can be

done by checking the PPKD field or the content signa-

ture or both of them. Most of the existing approaches

for the detection of attacks check these two parame-

ters only. Apart from this, Mai et al.[80,81] proposed

a machine learning based approach to detect the poi-

soned contents. Fig.13 shows the categorization of the

detection approaches for the content poisoning attack.

Content Poisoning Attack Detection Approach

Checking Signature

Checking PPKD

Checking Both (Signature and PPKD)

Machine Learning Based

Fig.13. Content poisoning attack detection based on checking.

The detection of the poisoned content by a router is

an expensive process. Therefore, to verify the content,

a decision can be taken based on the information con-

tained in the packet received by a router. Alternately,

the feedback from the consumer or other routers can

also be taken for deciding whether the content is poi-

soned or not. If the content is found poisoned, then it

is evicted. The various detection and mitigation ap-

proaches for content poisoning attacks are discussed

next in chronological order.

Gasti et al.[17] proposed a scheme called Self Cer-

tifying Interests/Content (SCIC) for verifying the con-

tent. This scheme is based on Self Certifying Name

(SCN)[82], which has been utilized for the NDN archi-

tecture. SCIC introduced two naming schemes, Static

SCIC (SSCIC) and Dynamic SCIC (DSCIC). In SSCIC,

the interest packet contains the hash of the data packet

along with the name. The router can easily verify the

content by comparing the hash value of the received

data packet with the hash value presented in the inte-

rest packet. However, the consumer should know the

hash value of the data packet before requesting it. The

authors suggested a way to link the data packets to

one another, i.e., each received data packet contains
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the hash value of the next data packet. This scheme

creates a dependency between contents; therefore, it

is not suitable for dynamic content. In DSCIC, the

consumer sends interest packets containing the hash of

public key in the PPKD field. The router can check the

authenticity of content by matching the PPKD field of

the received data packet with the PPKD field of the

interest packet. This approach detects fake contents,

but it cannot detect corrupted contents. For detecting

corrupted contents, the authors proposed three counter-

measures based on the collaborative scheme (involving

both a router and a consumer), i.e., Probabilistic Dis-

joint Verification (PDV), Neighbour Verification Feed-

back (NVF), and Consumer Feedback (CF).

In PDV, content verification is distributed among

n routers (r1, r2, ..., rn) which belong to the same au-

tonomous system (AS). Here each ri verifies content

object CO. If hCO = i mod n, here hCO is the last

32 bits of the hash of CO. This scheme can be further

secured by using a keyed hash function where each AS

has its secret key. In NVF, a router performs content

verification probabilistically and independently. When

a poisoned content is found then the router sends a

warning interest like “/warning/CO” to its neighbor.

On receiving the warning message the neighbor per-

forms the verification of the poisoned content given in

the warning message with some probability and fur-

ther informs its neighbors. In CF, each cached content

has its trust value T which lies between 0 and 1. T

equal to 1 means the content is verified and if T is

closer to 0, then it should be selected for verification

with probability proportion of 1 − T , or deleted when

the cache becomes full. Initially, a content is assigned

T = 0.5. This value decreases on receiving the negative

feedback from the consumer in the exclude field of the

interest packet and increases when it is verified by the

consumer’s feedback using special request messages. In

PDV and NVF, the router has to perform the additional

computation of verifying interest which is not suitable

for router processing at line speed. CF can be used by

the consumer to propagate a new attack by giving the

wrong knowledge to routers.

Ghali et al.[23] proposed a content ranking algorithm

in which the content is ranked according to the exclude

field of the interest packet sent by the consumer. Each

content has a ranking value between 0 and 1. The new

content has a ranking 1. This rank is degraded grace-

fully as the content is excluded by a consumer using

the exclusion field. This approach is similar to the con-

sumer feedback approach mentioned in [17], and there-

fore, suffers from the same limitation, i.e., a consumer

may give wrong knowledge to a router using the exclude

field.

Ghali et al.[24] mentioned some of the vulnerabil-

ities of the NDN, i.e., neither the digest component

of the name nor the PPKD field is a required field of

the interest packet. NDN does not have any unified

trust model which can be used by the consumer ap-

plication to fetch the hash of a given content securely.

The network layer trust management and the content

poisoning attack are inter-dependent. Based on above-

mentioned vulnerabilities of the NDN Ghali et al.[24]

proposed Interest-Key-Binding (IKB) rule for enforc-

ing trust in NDN. According to IKB, the interest must

reflect the public key of the producer. The implication

of IKB for producers is that they should include the

public key in the KeyLocator field of the data packet.

The implication of IKB for the router is that it should

hash the public key of the received content and match it

with the PPKD field of a corresponding PIT entry. If a

mismatch occurs, the content is discarded. Otherwise,

the content signature is verified. And if it is valid then

the content is forwarded and cached. Else, the content

is dropped. IKB consequence for a consumer is the need

to obtain and validate the producer’s public key before

issuing the interest for any content originated by the

producer. Authors[24] showed that if the IKB rule is

followed then content poisoning is impossible.

Nam et al.[83] performed ns-3-based simulation on

a self-made topology and showed that 90% of traffic is

composed of bypassing contents. Based on the above

observation, they gave a scheme based on verifying sig-

nature only in the case of a cache hit. To apply this

scheme in NDN, they used Segmented Least Recently

Used (SLRU) as a cache replacement policy. In SLRU,

the cache is divided into two segments, i.e., protected

and unprotected. LRU applies to both segments. If a

content object is hit, then its signature is verified. If the

content is not a poisoned content, then it is moved from

the unprotected segment to the protected segment. The

contents of the protected segment are preferred over

the contents of the unprotected segment. Thus the

verified content has more chances to be accessed again

and again. Kim et al.[84] extended the work in [83] to

present its mathematical analysis. The authors further

extended their work in [85] to propose a new type of

attack on their previous work[84] called verification at-

tack. In this attack, the adversary initially feeds the CS

of the compromised routers with a large number of pol-

luted contents. Then the adversary requests these con-
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tents using the compromised hosts. The authors sug-

gested that the compromised router would serve more

content as compared with a normal router. Based on

the above assumption Kim et al.[85] proposed an ap-

proach for this attack which consists of two phases, i.e.,

the detection phase and the identification phase. In the

detection phase, the ratio of the number of contents hit

to the number of verifications of the contents is used as

a parameter for the detection of the attack. A dynamic

threshold (τ) has been chosen as per (7).

τ = min(1, ζ
W (Hp)

W (H)
). (7)

Here ζ is an EWMA function, W (Hp) is the probability

that the content that has been inserted into the CS by

a cache-miss generates a cache-hit for the next corre-

sponding request, and W (H) is the cache-hit proba-

bility of all the contents. After the detection phase,

the identification phase is triggered in which the router

detects malicious faces by monitoring the number of

verified contents forwarded per face.

DiBenedetto et al.[86] proposed an approach based

on the feedback of the consumer application. When a

poisoned content is detected, the network stack auto-

matically generates an interest packet having the in-

formation of the poisoned content. After receiving

this interest packet the router acts according to one

of the two forwarding strategies as follows: Immediate

Failover and Probe First. In the first approach, the de-

tecting node makes the malicious face least preferred

for the future. In the second approach, the node stops

forwarding the interest packets for the namespace(s),

which are under attack. Additionally, the node alerts

all next hop routers of this malicious namespace.

Wu et al.[87] proposed an approach for the mitiga-

tion of content poisoning attack based on the feedback

reputation score (FRS) of the router. This FRS de-

pends on the ratio of copies of poisoned content to the

total number of copies of a given content also called

poisoning ratio (PR). FRS can be defined by (8)[87].

FRSkj =





1, if Ci is not poisoned,

−θ × eα(1−PR(Ci)), if Ci is poisoned.

(8)

Here Ci is the content forwarded from router j to router

k. θ specifies the amount of punishment imposed on

router j. α measures the intensity of punishment. Each

router j calculates reputation value (RV) of its neighbor

k using (9).

RVkjI(t) = δ ×RVkj(t− 1) +

N∑

h=1

FRSkj . (9)

Here N is the number of contents which comes from

router j to router k in time interval [t− 1, t] and t > 1.

Initially RVkj(0) = 0. A router receiving the interest

packet for content Ci forwards it to the next hop router

having a higher RV. If a content Ci is forwarded from

a router or producer to another router, then the router

stores hash (Ci) and face ID on which Ci is received in

the PIT for some time. When the consumer receives

Ci, then he/she first authenticates Ci. If Ci is poi-

soned then the consumer sends verification result (vri)

and hash (Ci) to the upstream router. The router re-

ceiving this verification message compares the received

hash with the already stored hash and increments the

counter corresponding to the hash of the content. This

counter is used for calculating PR which can be further

used for computing RV via (9).

Nguyen et al.[88] found three vulnerabilities in NDN,

i.e., unregistered remote provider, multicast forward-

ing, and best route forwarding. The cause of the first

vulnerability is that the data packet received by any

of the faces can act as a reply to the interest packet.

Therefore, the content may be satisfied by a malicious

producer before it could be satisfied by a genuine pro-

ducer. In multicast forwarding, the interest packet is

forwarded to all the faces registered to corresponding

FIB entry. Therefore, there is a possibility that a ma-

licious producer can reply to the interest packet. In

the best route forwarding, a router ignores a similar

interest packet having the same name and selectors but

different nonce when it is received during retransmis-

sion suppression interval. The interest received after

this interval will be forwarded through the next lowest-

cost face; thus a malicious producer has a chance to

satisfy the interest packet with a poisoned content.

Mai et al.[80] proposed a detection approach for con-

tent poisoning attack based on Bayesian Network (BN).

The data for the detection of content poisoning attack is

obtained by Montimage Monitoring Tool (MMT) which

monitors 18 different matrices like CS hit, CS miss, and

PIT exist time. Traffic corresponding to attack and

non-attack scenario is collected which is used to train

the BN. The trained BN is used for the detection of

the attack. Authors showed that the accuracy of the

detector increased from 53% up to 93% by raising the

detection window from 1 s to 5 s. In [81], the authors
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implemented the detection module using Docker con-

tainers in the OpenStack platform. The NDN nodes

having NDN firewalls and NDN signature verification

modules are hosted on virtual machines (VMs), which

are managed by Docker containers. BN is implemented

using a python library for Bayesian network models

called pgmpy. If the attack is detected, then the reac-

tion is triggered in which the NDN firewall is informed

to block this malicious content. This approach uses a

trained BN which is trained using the data obtained

by a fixed topology and traffic scenario. Therefore the

BN has to be trained in every new situation (topology,

traffic, etc.).

Hu et al.[89] proposed an approach for the mitiga-

tion of content poisoning attack which utilizes name-key

based forwarding and multipath forwarding. This ap-

proach has three phases, i.e., route building phase, nor-

mal content retrieval phase, and recovery phase. In the

route building phase, the producer advertises the route

advertisement along with the PPKD and its authoriza-

tion. This advertisement is accepted by the routing

system which authenticates it and installs FIB entries

in routers. In the normal content retrieval phase, the

consumer requests the content by sending the interest

packet having the name corresponding PPKD. On re-

ceiving the content, the consumer verifies its signature.

If it is a poisoned content, then the consumer resends

the interest packet excluding the name of the poisoned

content. The router receiving the interest packet for-

wards it using multipath forwarding.

Further, the router verifies the content given in the

exclude field of the interest packet and evicts it if it is a

poisoned content. In this approach, the consumer has

to know the PPKD of content at the time of requesting

it. Thus this approach needs a system that distributes

PPKDs of the contents to the consumers. It uses extra

memory for storing extra PPKD field in FIB, PIT, and

CS.

6.2 Findings

Table 7 summarizes the content poisoning attack.

In this attack, the attacker can be a router, a pub-

lisher or a consumer, unlike the attackers in the interest

flooding attack, the cache privacy attack, or the cache

pollution attack. The attack is difficult to detect due

to the maliciousness of the routers. The attacker can

bluff the detection-based approach for content poison-

ing attacks as it does not influence network resources.

The incapability of the router to verify the signature of

each content at line speed for different trust models fur-

ther complicates the attacks. Therefore, in most of the

approaches[17,23,86,87,89], the verification of the content

Table 7. Proposed Solutions to Content Poisoning Attack Detection

Reference Checked by Detection by
Checking

Proposed Solution Simulator Topology

Gasti et al.[17], 2013 Consumer & router PPKD & Signature SSCIC & DSCIC

Ghali et al.[23], 2014 Consumer Signature Content Ranking
Algorithm

ndnSIM Tree-based,
AT & T, and
DFN

Ghali et al.[24], 2014 Router First PPKD
then signature

IKB

Nam et al.[83], 2015 Router Signature in case of
cache-hit

Extention of SLRU ndnSIM Self-made

Kim et al.[84], 2015 Router Signature in case of
cache-hit

Extention of SLRU ndnSIM Self-made

DiBenedetto and
Papadopoulos[86] ,
2016

First consumer
then router

Signature Modifying forwarding
strategy

ndnSIM SprintPoP

Wu et al.[87], 2016 First consumer
then router

Signature Forwarding based on RV ndnSIM European
backbone

Kim et al.[85], 2017 Router Signature in case of
cache-hit

Extention of SLRU ndnSIM Self-made

Mai et al.[80], 2018 Router 18 different matrices BN-based classifier NFD Linear

Mai et al.[81], 2018 Router 18 different matrices BN-based classifier NFD over Docker
container

Self-made

Hu et al.[89], 2018 Consumer & router PPKD & signature Name-key based forwarding
& multipath forwarding

ndnSIM Self-made
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signature is done by the consumer. Some articles[24,89]

recommend that consumers should specify PPKD of the

content with the interest packet. But, this approach

needs a third party or search engine like Google. The

router can store the specified PPKD in the PIT, and the

replied content can be checked by matching the PPKD

presented in the content and PIT entry. Though this

approach can check fake contents, it cannot check cor-

rupted contents. After checking PPKD, the content

signature can reduce the number of signature checking

by the router[89]. Nam et al.[83−85] reduced the num-

ber of signatures checked by the router by checking the

signature only in case of cache hit. The machine learn-

ing based approach by Mai et al. in [80] cannot adapt

successfully as per new attack.

7 Open Research Challenges in NDN Security

The open research issues in NDN make the detection

and mitigation of the NDN attacks more challenging.

These issues pertain to the challenges in the deployment

of mitigation algorithms and the effects of deploying

mitigation algorithms in the NDN architecture. The

research issues corresponding to each of the four at-

tacks presented in this article have been categorically

listed in the following subsections.

7.1 Research Issues Corresponding to Interest

Flooding Attack

1) The detection approach for the interest flooding

attack must have parameters that can differentiate be-

tween attack and non-attack scenarios.

2) The parameters used for the detection should be

fine-grained so as to detect the malicious interface as

well as the malicious namespace. Hence, the counter-

measure could be applied to the specific pair of interface

and namespace.

3) The countermeasure should have an initial push-

back mechanism, followed by a targeted trace-back.

The initial push-back mechanism helps to lower the ef-

fect of the interest flooding attack and the trace-back

helps to detect and block the attacker.

4) The detection and mitigation of new types of inte-

rest flooding attack, such as bIFA, cIFA, and collusive

interest flooding attack should be done.

5) A single approach should be developed to restrict

all types of interest flooding attack.

6) The detection and mitigation approach should

be capable of adopting against any new type of interest

flooding attack.

7.2 Research Issues Corresponding to Cache

Privacy Attack

1) The contents should be decisively checked about

whether they are private or not, which is a complicated

problem.

2) Another crucial issue which should be handled

is the determination of authority (viz. producer, con-

sumer, or a third party) that decides the privacy of the

contents.

3) The effective detection of cache privacy attack

must be done as it does not affect network resources

and is not easily detectable.

4) Most of the mitigation approaches for cache pri-

vacy attacks are based on applying an additional delay

before giving the content from the CS. The mitigation

approach with low average delay should be designed.

5) The computation and storage requirements for

mitigation approaches should be low as routers have

limited resources.

7.3 Research Issues Corresponding to Cache

Pollution Attack

1) The effective determination of the content’s

popularity should be done by choosing appropriate

popularity matrices.

2) Popularity matrices should consider the local and

global popularity, as local popularity may be affected

by the attackers.

3) The calculation of a content’s global popularity

is complicated but should be done for better mitigation

approaches.

4) The mitigation approach with low computation,

low storage, and low message overhead should be de-

signed.

5) The detection-based approach should have high

accuracy and low detection time.

6) The determination and penalization of the at-

tackers should be done.

7.4 Research Issues Corresponding to Content

Poisoning Attack

1) The mechanism for routers to quickly check the

signature of the content at line speed should be de-

signed.

2) The attacker can be a router, a producer, or a

compromised consumer. Mitigation approaches should

consider all the possibilities.
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3) The consumers can easily verify the signature of

the content. The consumer feedback should be utilized

at the router to detect poisoned contents.

4) Mitigation approaches should reduce the number

of signatures that need to be checked by the router.

8 Conclusions

NDN is one of the most promising candidates among

all the ICNs. It is more secure than the current TCP/IP

model because of its content-based security. However,

new types of attacks are possible in NDN. This paper

reviews four major kinds of security attacks in NDN,

interest flooding attack, cache privacy attack, cache

pollution attack, and content poisoning attack. The

various aspects of the interest flooding attack such as

interest flooding attack types, detection techniques, the

granularity and parameters for the detection, and miti-

gation approaches are addressed. The different types of

cache privacy attack, their countermeasures, the entity

which applies the countermeasure, and the effective-

ness of the countermeasures are explained. The types

of cache pollution attack, their detection techniques,

and the memory and computation used by the coun-

termeasure are discussed. For the content poisoning

attack, the detection type is presented based on the

checking of the signature or PPKD. The proposed solu-

tions and the entity which applies the solution are also

elaborated. Finally, the research issues corresponding

to each of the four attacks have been highlighted. This

article is an attempt to provide researchers the domain

knowledge of the specific issues in NDN security. The

presented open research issues motivate the researchers

to work in this area.
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